
7 Arrow Rests That Will 
Compel You To Give Try 

No matter if you are a bow hunter or target hunter, arrow rest is you all time need 
to achieve your goal with accuracy. With so many modifications and types, buying 
a simple device like arrow rest has become a challenge. Which one is better? Which 
one is durable? What will suit me? How to operate it? And many more Ws and Hs 
upticks when selecting an arrow rest.  

But you need not worry anymore. We are here to help you by suggesting the best 
brands according to your needs. The in-depth description of each arrow rest will 
help clear all your doubts regarding the arrow rest. All you need to do is follow this 
article to the end.  

However, before introducing you to different types of branded arrow rest, give us 
a chance to answer one of your HOWs from the question list. And that is…. 

How to Install Arrow Rest? 

Installation of arrow rest somehow varies depending on many reasons. It includes 
the type of bows and arrow rest. We have two types of arrow rest based on 
installing mode. The arrow plate type is of leather material or any that gets sticks 
to the bow.  
Whereas the screw-in type is most trendy nowadays. Modern recurve bows, cross, 
and compound bow all have the design supporting screw-in-type arrow rest. 
Depending on the type of bow, you can find a minor difference in installing arrow 
rests.  
Here are the simple steps that will help you successfully drop away arrow 
installation without going through any struggle. However, we will recommend you 
first to check out the instructions guide provided by the particular brand. It will 
make installing more convenient and time-saving.  
 

 Use the Berger whole screw and other sets of screws to fix the archery rest 
with bow risers' fittings. Make sure you adjust it strictly to its fittings. 

  



 It's time to adjust the center of the arrow parallel to the center of the Berger 
hole. For this, you need to pull the cord so that rest comes to an upright 
position and then make all necessary adjustments. 

  
 Make arrow shelf, and arrow arms are not in contact with each other. If so, 

it's time to shift rest near to bowstring.  
  

 Tie the downswing cord with an inferior cable so that it doesn't obstruct the 
upward cable. It's called setting knob.  

  
 Check out the arrow's performance and threshold rest in an upright position, 

ensuring the setting knot does not have any laxity.  
  

 The last step is to tie the finished knob beneath the setting knob tightly. 
Lastly, cut the excess cord and smooth it with the lighter.  

  
 As we have covered the steps crucial to install the most in demand rest, drop away 
arrow rests. We should start discussing the best effective and durable arrow rests 
that will bring comfort to you.   
 

1. TRUGLO EZ-Rest Full Containment Brush Arrow Rest  
 
Here is the first one TRUGLO EZ-Rest. If you are a novice to archery and still want 
to target with confidence, TRUGLZO EZ-Rest will help you in accomplishing your 
dreams. 
 

 The containment brush equips the arrow rest that makes it flexible enough 
to shoot from any angle. 
 

 Its center hole is 0.325-inch, making it versatile for all sizes and types of 
carbon and aluminum arrows. 
 

 Also, TRUGLO EZ-Rest performs evenly well in both right and left hands. 
 

 It is designed to endure all rough and wild weather. 
 

 It includes an adjustable bracket, dual coil launcher, and replaceable brush.  

https://www.amazon.com/TRUGLO-EZ-Rest-Containment-Brush-Arrow/dp/B07L76YQHX/ref=sr_1_3?dchild=1&keywords=arrow+rest&qid=1606519417&refinements=p_72%3A1248957011&rnid=1248955011&s=sporting-goods&sr=1-3


 
 All these tools make installing pretty effortless and proficient. 
 

However, it is unfit for recurve bows. Being a bristle arrow rest, it compromises a 
bit of speed. Nonetheless, it is best for the starters, and if you want to hone your 
archery skills. TRUGLO EZ arrow rests checklists all your expectations within a 
budget.   
 

2. Trophy Ridge Whisker Biscuit Kill Shot Arrow Rest 
Want a perfect shooter to satisfy your hunting crave? Trophy Ridge Whisker will 
never let you miss your target. It had all qualities a professional arrow rest must-
have. 

 It keeps your arrow fix even if you turn it upside down. 
 

 The custom boots are made up of rubber. This prevents metal friction. 
Apparently eliminates the sharp itching noise. 
 

 Adjustable windage helps to create an accurate projection over the target. 
 

 Reversible mount design is befitting for both right and left-handers. 
 

 Composite-Encased Biscuit is the best modification that gives it more 150 
percent more strenuous than other arrow rests. 
 

 Nevertheless, the entire body is cast with aluminum that guarantees its 
durability.   

It’s fair to give whisker Biscuit a shot as it has promising qualities for a successful 
lodge without obstructing fletches clearance.  
 

3. QAD Pro Series LD Drop-Away Arrow Rest 
LD Drop-Away arrow rest liberates you from the worry of falling off the arrow. The 
following features will lead you to an outstanding user experience with easy 
installment. 
 

 It enables you to lock the arrow in rest. So you don't need to apply odd tricks 
to keep it in its place.    
 

https://www.amazon.com/Trophy-Ridge-Whisker-Biscuit-Medium/dp/B004MPFBFS/ref=sr_1_5?dchild=1&keywords=arrow+rest&qid=1606519417&refinements=p_72%3A1248957011&rnid=1248955011&s=sporting-goods&sr=1-5
https://www.amazon.com/Quality-Archery-Products-Ultra-Black/dp/B001EYHKC2/ref=sr_1_7?dchild=1&keywords=arrow%2Brest&qid=1606519417&refinements=p_72%3A1248957011&rnid=1248955011&s=sporting-goods&sr=1-7&th=1


 The LD Drop-Away is quite calmer as the arrow does not bounce back once 
you trigger it. Additionally, it holds the laser-cut felt and rubber dampeners. 
 

 The cables present on the bowstring lodge the arrow with the finest accuracy 
on the target. 
 

 The timing cord is totally effortlessly adjustable with the easy movable 
thumb wheel. 
 

 The HD lever adds the efficiency of the arrow rest. 
 

 This model designing is according to the different requirements of both left 
and right-handers. Hence have separate arrow rests for each leading hand. 
 

However, it works for particular types of arrows only. The QAD Pro Series promises 
lifetime durability. Buying it saves your time and money sifting arrow rests after 
every few months. 
  
  

4. LightingU Drop Away Micro Arrow Archery Rest Right Hand Black Camo Full 
Containment for Bow Outdoor Training Archery Accessories  

 
LightingU Drop Away is one of the best archery rest within a reasonable price range. 
It is one of the in-demand drops away arrow rest with modifications complimenting 
to professionals. At the same, it will be a perfect fit, even if you are inexperienced.  

 It is durable due to the quality material used. 
  

 Installing the arrow rest is not a problem due to the etched laser 
impressions.  
 

 The 360' sound-dampener incorporation will not let your ears hurt. 
Additionally, it had a pre-installed felt silencer that makes it noise free.  

 
 The prevision machined aluminum increases the surety of its quality and 

durability.  
  

https://www.amazon.com/LightingU-Containment-Training-Accessories-Red-Right/dp/B08H14TTPR/ref=sr_1_12?dchild=1&keywords=arrow+rest&qid=1606519417&refinements=p_72%3A1248957011&rnid=1248955011&s=sporting-goods&sr=1-12
https://www.amazon.com/LightingU-Containment-Training-Accessories-Red-Right/dp/B08H14TTPR/ref=sr_1_12?dchild=1&keywords=arrow+rest&qid=1606519417&refinements=p_72%3A1248957011&rnid=1248955011&s=sporting-goods&sr=1-12


The LightingU drop design only supports right-handers also is bit struggling to adjust 

with Hoyt bows. Apart of it, nothing can stop it to win the best arrow rest title.   
 

5. QAD Ultra Rest Hunter Drop Away Rest Left Hand 
Ultra Rest Hunter Drop Away Rest works miraculously for short distance hunting. It 
is handy, easy, and calm to use.  
 

 The launcher stays up-right on the place preventing the arrow fall.  
 

 It clears the fletching without any disturbance.  
 

 It bears the tools that make it noise-free; laser cult felt and rubber bumpers. 
 

 It is best for hunting in short distances up to three-inch approximately.  
 
Best if you have a habit of hanging your arrow rest and move a lot because you 
don't have to worry about displacing arrow rest with its design. 
  

6. Hamskea Trinity Hunter RH Micro Tune Black 
Want noise-free extra speedy, powerful arrow rest? Hamskea introduces trinity 
Hunter RH Micro Tune.  

 It moves over three stainless sealed bearing balls. That lets you experiment 
with multiple shots without losing the smoothness of the launcher. 
 

 You can now bet over your hunting with its ultra-advanced design of lever. It 
adopts an eight-sided, slip-free, compressed clamp design.  

 Its accuracy spikes with the zero-tolerance technology along with the anti-
bouncing dampen coil.  
 

 The vertical adjustment and windage with the microtone option is the 
leverage of this arrow rest.  
 

 Moreover, the covering of V shape containment bracket and launcher with 
soft rubber-like material prevents it from making scratching noises. 
 

 It has the flexibility to adjust the cord with its Easy-glide cord tensioner.  
 

https://www.amazon.com/Ultra-Rest-Hunter-Drop-Righthand/dp/B000R3CJJK/ref=sr_1_17?dchild=1&keywords=arrow+rest&qid=1606519417&refinements=p_72%3A1248957011&rnid=1248955011&s=sporting-goods&sr=1-17
https://www.amazon.com/Hamskea-Trinity-Hunter-Micro-Black/dp/B07N8ZQSVM/ref=sr_1_20?dchild=1&keywords=arrow+rest&qid=1606519417&refinements=p_72%3A1248957011&rnid=1248955011&s=sporting-goods&sr=1-20


The Hamskea RH Micro Tune has a smart design that encourages the minimum 
contact with arrows, giving it a superb speed.  
 

7. Ripcord "Code Red" Fall Away Arrow Rest, Right 
Code Red of Ripcord has a sturdy body that's made in the USA. It comes with super-
effective technology. 
 

 The Code Red is speedy enough to shoot a 40 fps arrow. 
 

 A novice also commands the arrow rest because of its easy installing and 
usage. 
 

 The launcher has a unique internal braking system. It increases the 
endurance of the launcher for efficient and repetitive performance.  
  

 The arrow rest is of aluminum, leaving no doubts for its durability. 
 

 The adjustable mounting arm spikes the windage's performance make Red 
Code an exemplary fall away arrow rest, among others. 
 

 The over-molding in-build design gives it the quality of silence without 
depending on other tools like moleskin. 

  
 Attaching cord to cable is no big deal due to the attached clamp with each 

rest promoting convenience. 
 

If you are planning to get arrow rest if minimum setup efforts Code Red is a good 
option. It has promisingly easy installing techniques and prevents slipping of arrow.  

Suggestion For Suitable Selection  

The arrow rests that we mention above are all of the high quality with the best 

outcomes. But still, we would like to share our insights so you can confidently 

choose yours. If you are a fan of brush arrow rests and consider yourself a beginner, 

you can select amid TRUGLO EZ-Rest and Trophy Ridge. However, you can be extra 

confident with TRUGLO-EZ Rest if the size is an issue. 

https://www.amazon.com/Ripcord-Code-Arrow-Right-Black/dp/B003DQXQZY/ref=sr_1_22?dchild=1&keywords=arrow+rest&qid=1606519417&refinements=p_72%3A1248957011&rnid=1248955011&s=sporting-goods&sr=1-22


But, if you prefer Drop Away arrow rests, then any of the above rest four will work 

depending on your priority. QAD Pro series and QAD Ultra have equal worth. But if 

you are a short pace archer, Ultra rest is wise to buy. 

Whereas, LightingU drop away is a good option for right-handers. Though all 

arrowrests are eligible for professional but Hamskea is rest beyond imagination. 

You can buy this heavy duty arrow rest with close eyes!  

However, if you are obsessed with speed, you can trust Code Red of Ripcord. In the 

and at the end it depends all on your priority, your choice! But we promise to buy 

among the above-mentioned arrow rests will not be a decision to regret. Happy 

Hunting! 


